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Stock Code: Industry: Automobile 

Market Cap:     RMB 13.86 bln P/E (TTM):       

Daily Avg Vol (1 Yr):     24.37 mln Shareholders: 56,990

Weekly Avg Vol (1 Yr):  121.83 mln

Trading Activities

Ranking by Trading Volume & Value (4,126 stocks)
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Note: China's stock exchanges set trading limits on each company's share prices that

increase or decline 10% in a single day.  Except for new IPOs in SSE or SZSE where

the limits are set at 44% up/down in prices on its first trading day. As for the STAR

Market or ChiNext it allows wider prices swings of 20% up/down after a week of listing.
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Trading Risk Analysis

*From Oct 2020, we have selected and included 6 key factors in our rating as an added
dimension to measure the trading risk of a listed company.
This Investment Strategy is a short term 1-month risk indicator weighed on market-relevant
metrics. In addition to conventional technical and trading analysis it includes a tracking of
the company’s margin trading, stock lending activities, major shareholders’ shares sales
and factors that could affect short-term price volatility. It provides reader an indicative Risk
Level from 1 to 5. Level 1 indicating lowest trading risk, and Level 5 is the highest that
suggest a company’s shares price could subject to downward swings. This report does not
constitute a long or short call of a company's shares.

1 Jan, 2021

This rating report is available on Refinitiv 
Eikon, Bloomberg, S&P Market Intelligence, 
Dow Jones Factiva, FactSet Embargoed 
Research, Proquest and other licensed 
vendors.
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Free Float: Lockup Shares: 

Outstanding: -  State-owned:

Free Float/Outstanding: -  Legal Person of SOE:

-  Legal Rep (Corp):

-  Chinese Citizen:

-  Co's Senior Mgrs:

Collateralized Shares Report

Proportion of Collateralized Shares vs. Outstanding Shares: 29.9%

Total no. of Collateralized Shares: 654,799,100

-  Free Float Shares: 100.0%

-  Lockup Shares: 0.0%

No. of Institutional Investors: 7

No. of times collateralized: 12

No. of shares collateralized: 581.8 mln

Lowest Market Discounted Rate on Collateralized Share: 81.8%

Sources: CSDC

Definition:

A: 

B: Between 2.31% and 5.6% of the company’s outstanding shares are collateralized, and publicly disclosed.

C: Between 5.61% and 9.99% of the company’s outstanding shares are collateralized, and publicly disclosed.

D:

By CSRC laws no publicly-listed companies’ shares are allowed to be collateralized without disclosure and filling with the exchange.

0.00%

0.00%

100.00%

0.00%

Less than 2.30% of the company’s outstanding shares are collateralized, and publicly disclosed. We view such company with no

or low collateralized shares as one with large institutional holding, and not subject to behind-the-scene substantial shares sales

by large shareholder(s) or company’s directors and senior manager(s).

0.00%

2,186,879,678

96.66%

More than 10% of the company’s outstanding shares are collateralized, and publicly disclosed.Such rating signals trading short-

term risks that might occur when shares prices decline drastically. A sharp decline could trigger pledgee’s shares to be sold at

low prices; hence, depressing prices further.

2,113,735,508 3.34%

D
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Shares under Custody by Court's Order

Sources: SSE, SZSE

Definition:

A: 

B: 

C:

Litigation & Lawsuits

End Date

-

No such Court's order executed.

-

-

There are cases reported. A small amount of shares frozen but lesser than 1.2% of outstanding shares. Usually

occurred when shareholder (individual or corporate entity) involved in litigation and legal issues that the Court had

ordered the freezing or surrender of one’s shares.

Involve in legal dispute (s) that had major shareholder's shares placed under Court ’ s custody. A substantial

number of shares amounting to more than 1.2% of outstanding shares.

From Jan 2019 till Jun 2020, there are accumulated 12,000 cases of litigation filed against 1,400 listed companies

involving some RMB 600 bln claims. Only a very small fraction derives from class-action or individual litigation from

investors. From records most IR-related litigations mostly occurred in “Special Treatment” or “ST” that incurred losses

for last 2 years, and “Asterisk *ST” for company incurred consecutive 3 years of losses.

To find out more on any lawsuits and litigations brought against Zhejiang Wanfeng Auto Wheel simple drop an email to

michael_lee@chinaknowledge.com to enquire further.

-

Nil. None of the company’s shares placed under Court’s custody.

‘ Shares freeze ’ refers to a compulsory measure taken by the People's Court by restricting equity owner to sell or

transfer his/her shares. Such action taken by Court usually involve legal litigation on defendant (shares owner) by

plaintiff or prosecutor that own the rights to the defendant ’s properties (including shares). In this process there is no

denial of the defendant ’s shares ownership, and he/she still reserves the right to earnings and dividends. From the

public records, more than 400 A-shares companies’ shareholders have had their shares frozen under Court’s

custody accumulating more than RMB 380 bln.

-

Court Order's

Announcement Date

-

-

Start Date

 Frozen Shares

over Outstanding

Shares (%)

No. of Shares Frozen

(thousand)

-

-

-

A
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Major Shareholders' Sales of Shares (Announced)

● Alert ○ Nil

Sources: SSE, SZSE

Shares Lockup

● Alert ○ Nil

Lifting of Restricted Shares’ Sale (Announcement Date): N.A

Effective Date: N.A

No. of Restricted Shares Allowed for Sales: N.A

Shares Value of Restricted Shares (as at announced date): N.A

Restricted Shares in Proportion of Outstanding Shares: N.A

Type of Restricted Shares Lifted for Sales:

Sources: SSE, SZSE

In Proportion of

Outstanding Shares

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

N.A

Total

The sale or substantial short position by major shareholders are often seen as negative sign by retail investors and

fund managers. Whenever there is a major shareholder reduction of shares in a company the stock price would

generally decline; and, sometimes, increase the concentration of large sell (short) orders. Hence, this could be a signal

of large downward price swings. In the case of China ’s equity market, usually the major shareholders do not reduce

their holdings in order to invest in other preferred industries or stocks, but to transfer funds or cashed in on the shares.

0.00%

Employees’ Shares Ownership Plan

Other types of shareholder(s)

Types of shareholders
Declared Max. Shares Sales Limits

(mln)

Controlling Stakeholder

Major shareholder (>5% outstanding shares) 0.00

0.00

Shares lockup period is the time-span that restricts a company ’s shares from selling in the open market. The lockup

period applies to IPO (usually 3 years), placement shares, employees ’ shares option, strategic investment and others

that require meeting such sell restriction.

Nil:

0.00

0.00

0.00

Senior Management

Nil:

0.00

○

○
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Shares Buyback

● Alert ○ Nil

Announcement Date:

Processing:

Buyback Period:

Buyback Price per Share:

Proposed Repurchase Funds:

No. of Shares to be Repurchased:

% outstanding shares:

Sources: SSE, SZSE

Shares buyback could be a formidable tool in artificially pushing up shares prices. SoftBank is a classic example when

it posted a record operating loss of USD 13 bln in the fiscal year ending Mar 31, 2020, as its shares prices plummeted

following a collapse in the valuations of several technology companies invested in by its Vision Fund; however, in

matter of weeks, by the month of April, SoftBank swiftly announced a massive USD 23 bln share buyback for the next

12 months, this resulted large upward wings in prices.

Though shares buyback in the A-shares market have not caused wild movements in shares prices but we follow

closely on the size and frequency which may be a precursor of a possible upward or downward price pressure.

≤ RMB 300 mln

≤ RMB 10

12 months

≤ 30 mln

2019-12-28

≤ 1.37%

Alert:

In the past 1 year more than 200 A-shares companies have announced share buybacks with a total exceeding RMB

100 bln. Most countries have different regulations on share buyback by listed companies. Share buybacks are banned

in Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore and elsewhere, but allowed, with certain conditions, in the U.K, U.S, Canada and

some European countries. According to China's new company laws, a company shall not repurchase its shares, except

under the following circumstances:

(1) to reduce the registered capital of a company;

(2) a listed company’s holding shares when merged with other companies, if required to exercise buyback;

(3) to reward shares to the company’s employees, or as equity incentive;

(4) by shareholder requests to exercise buyback because disagreement with the resolution on merger or division of the

company made at the shareholders' meeting;

(5) to allow conversion of shares due from convertible corporate bonds issued the company;

(6) and when it becomes necessary to maintain the value of the company and shareholders’ equity value.

Implementation of Shares Buyback

●
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Outstanding Bonds & Trust Products

Bond Issues (Latest 10 issues)

Sources: SSE, SZSE

Outstanding bonds come due within 1 year:     RMB 0 Cash(Q1)/Bonds (due within 1 year):      N.A

Total outstanding bonds:                                   RMB 0

Latest Trust Products Issued

Definition:

A: 

B: 

C:

No trust products issued.

-

-

-

-

Bond Code

-

-

-

As of Dec 2020 China ’s trust products issued reached USD 2.0 trln. These trusts have evolved to a point where they

exist more for the purposes of investment than for the purposes of private asset management. Unlike the West where

trust is usually refers to family trust or real estate investment trust (REIT) the 68 trust firms in China play the roles or

'licensed' to function almost like investment bank, private equity investor, loan syndicator, project financier, asset

manager, venture capitalist and possess far greater flexibility in securing asset when offering loans.

The company has good cash reserves to manage bond debt due within 12 months, the ratio of cash to short-term

bond obligations exceeds 3.0X the debts (if the listco is in the banking industry, it is 0.5X the debts), and it poses

a lower risk.

-

-

The company faces cash shortage to deal with immediate bonds come due within 12 months. The ratio of cash to

short-term bond obligations is less than 1.0X (if the listco is in the banking industry, it is 0.3X the debts). There is

a possible risk in meeting bond obligations. If the cash flow continues to deteriorate, the company may default on

bond repayment.

Amount (RMB) Issue Date Tenor

Many China's listed companies raised money through bonds and issuing of trust product with short tenor, usually less

than 12 months. To constantly monitor the investment risk of China's listed companies, we relentlessly track such

financing channel on a monthly basis.

Coupon Rate

The company has generally good cash reserves to deal with bond obligation. The ratio of cash to short-term bond

obligations (due within 12 months) exceeds 1.0X the debts (if the listco is in the banking industry, it is 0.3X the

debts). If the company encounters a cash crunch, there may be cash flow issue.

-

Bond Type

A

No new bond issued or outstanding bond.
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Institutional Investors' Holdings

Ownership by All Types of Institutions 60.63%

Proportion by Legal Representative 47.61% Proportion by Securities Brokers 0%

Proportion by Funds 0.02% Proportion by Banks 0%

Proportion by Trust Companies 4.92% Proportion by Insurance Companies 8.08%

Proportion by Social Security Fund 0% Proportion by Company’s Annuity Funds 0%

Sources: China Knowledge

Definition

A: 12% or more of the ownership are in the hands of institutional investors.

B: Between 7% and 12% of the outstanding shares are held by institutional investors. 

C: Between 3% and 7% of the outstanding shares are held by institutional investors.

D: Less than 3% of the outstanding shares are held by institutional investors.

Foreign Investors Rating  Q3 2020

Ratings Definition 

A+:

A:

B:

C:

D:

N.A:

The company ’ s proportion of foreign investment is either higher than the A-shares average or its industry ’ s

average. It must see positive net growth over the latest 4 quarters. 308 companies are rated A for Q3 2020 ’s

rating.

We define ‘Institutional Investor' as financial institutions such as funds, securities brokers, social security and pension

funds, banks, trust companies, insurers and company's annuities. This does not include corporate entity or any form of

proxy that owned/registered the shares.

The ratings definition is to provide user(s) a quantitative and qualitative analysis on foreign institutional investors ’

trading activities on a listed company in China. As part of China ’s liberalization of its stock markets we also factor in

foreign investor relations performance metrics and management interaction with foreign investors. The rating results do

not constitute a long/short recommendation. Please read the disclaimers below before applying or constitute our rating

in your investment decision.

To make it to the highest rating, a company must have foreign investment proportion higher than the average of

all A-shares and its industry ’s average. Its latest quarter should see an increase of more than 10% in foreign

investment over previous quarter, or a net growth rate higher than A-shares’ average over a period most current 4

quarters. On the qualitative aspects we assigned foreign investor relations performance metrics to the overall

scoring. We find companies rated A+ in most current quarter as sound investment for foreign institutional

investors. Only 203 among 3,461 companies rated here make it to A+ for Q3 2020’s rating.

Its foreign investment is lower than the average of all A-shares and its industry ’s. Its latest quarter has either

declined or remained the same level. Performance on foreign investor relations ’ metrics has little impact on

overall scoring due to very small proportion of foreign investors and the total sum invested. 320 companies are

rated B for Q3 2020’s rating.

This rating shows little or almost no foreign investment. Its proportion of foreign investments is below all A-shares’

average and industry’s average in its latest 4 quarters. Scoring on foreign investor relations’ performance metrics

is insignificance if the FIIs are not participating in investing the company.

Not given a ‘Foreign Investors Rating’.

This lowest rating is given to company that failed to meet all 5 core benchmarks. It shows zero or no foreign

investment, has poor coverage in both domestic and foreign news, and very few Chinese or English analysts ’

reports. Its IR management does not meet professional standards.

A

B
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Technical Analysis

Margin Trading & Stock Lending (MTSL)

Sources: SSE, SZSE

Margin Trading: No. of Shares Stock Lending: No. of Shares

- Long - Short

- Cover Position - Cover Position

- Net Position - Net Position

- Cumulative - Cumulative

Multiples Multiples

- Monthly Velocity - Monthly Velocity

- Annual Average - Annual Average

Sources: SSE, SZSE, China Knowledge

Notes:

When the monthly velocity on margin trading is higher than the annual average, it usually indicates the company is bought by large

number of investors in a month ’s period, and it may have an upward trend (▲ ) in the short term (1 quarter). Similarly, when the

monthly velocity on stock lending is higher than the annual average, it indicates that the company is heavily short sale by increased

number of investors in recent 1 month, and prices will encounter downward pressure  (▼).

N.A:  It is not listed as qualifier for Margin Trading & Stock Lending.

Formula:

-10,402,953

-3.46

Last Month’s Activities

3.48

2,781,391

3,166,272

-384,881

-6.47

0 0

5.27

155,507,696

We incorporate China ’s most commonly-used technical analyses on trend indicator, momentum indicator and market

sentiment indicators to offer readers/users a weighted directional indicator to show Uptrend (▲) and Downtrend (▼) on

a monthly basis. It is a one-month forward-looking technical perspective.

As of Dec 2020, there are approximately 1,800 stocks

approved for margin trading and stock lending with an

estimate value exceeding RMB 1 trln. Margin trading

refers to investor’s use of credit for buying (long) shares.

Stock lending is act of investor lending of shares for

short selling in the open market borrowed from

securities firm (stockbroker). As general guide

stockbrokers charge about 8%-12% per annual interest

for margin trading; and, usually slightly higher for stock

lending of about 10% pa. For market rates one has to

negotiate with stockbrokers for actual rates.

145,104,743
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RMB
bln

RMB
bln

▼

▼

𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 × 100

(𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔)

𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 × 100

(𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔)
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Scorecard

Company:    Zhejiang Wanfeng Auto Wheel

Stock Code:          002085

Other Risk Factors

● Alert ○ Nil

On Aug 30, 2020, in order to promote the high-quality development of China's listed companies, Shenzhen Stock

Exchange introduced a risk classification system for all A-shares based on five areas which include financial,

operational, governance, market, and delisting risk.

Out of these 33 metrics, we have selected and included 6 key ones factored in our rating as an added dimension to

measure the trading risk of a listed company. If a company has had the following trait(s) reported, their trading

risk will be significantly higher.

Shares Buyback

Technical Analysis

Collateralized Shares Report

Share Frozen by Court Order

Institutional Investors' Holdings

Foreign Investors Rating  Q3 2020

Outstanding Bonds & Trust Products Margin Trading & Stock Lending

Major Shareholders' Sales of Shares

Shares Lockup

Key positions such as CEO, CFO, and Board Secretary missing-in-action.	

Proportion of pledged (collateralized) shares by controlling shareholders exceeds 80%.

Goodwill (premium) accounts for more than 50% of company' net assets.

Loan extension, defaulted on coupon payment or failed to redeem bond (in the past 1 month).

Company’s violation of laws and regulations (in the past 1 month).

External audit did not offer unqualified opinion on 2019 financial reports.

○

○

○

○

○

○

D

A

A

B ▼

▼

○

○

Level 2

A

●
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Ratings Definition

This company’s Trading Risk Analysis is conducted on a monthly basis. The scorecard is based on market-relevant metrics with a full

scoring of 100 points. Each metric carries a different weightage in accordance with our in-house research to offer reader a monthly

perspective and directional guidance on a company's 1-month forward trading risk. It does not constitute a Buy/Hold/Sell

recommendation.

Level 1: This is lowest trading risk level that the company is unlikely to experience downward price swings. It is not exposed to

uninformed large short positions. Its Foreign Investors Rating in the Q3 2020 either scored ‘A+’ or ‘A’ (see Rating Definition on Page

7) indicating active foreign investment. Margin trading net off stock lending in this company ’s shares is positive that signals active

buying. The 16-metrics measurement gives it a score above 80 points.

There are only 10.4% companies graded Risk Level 1 among 3,651 we assessed in this report.

Level 2: This is a low trading risk level that is not likely to experience downward price swings. It is not exposed to uninformed large

short positions. Its Foreign Investors Rating in the Q3 2020 may be high scoring or average performer. Margin trading net off stock

lending in this company ’s shares is positive that signals active buying. The 16-metrics measurement gives it a score of between 60

and 79 points.

There are 26.0% companies graded Risk Level 2 among 3,651 we assessed in this report.

Level 3: This is a neutral rating on risk level that is subject to market trading condition and may carry some risk. Price volatility is

greater than stocks with lower risk levels. Its Foreign Investors Rating in the Q3 2020 is good gauge of its potential price performance.

The 16-metrics measurement gives it a score of between 40 and 59 points.

There are 43.4% companies graded Risk Level 3 among 3,651 we assessed in this report.

Level 4: This is high trading risk level that indicates possibility of downward price swings. It is likely to be exposed to large short

positions. Its Foreign Investors Rating in the Q3 2020 either scored ‘C’ or ‘D’ (see Rating Definition on Page 7) indicating few or no

foreign investment. Margin trading on the stock is inactive, and below market’s average. The 16-metrics measurement gives it a score

of between 20 and 39 points.

There are 9.9% companies graded Risk Level 4 among 3,651 we assessed in this report.

Level 5: This is highest trading risk level that indicates high possibility of downward price swings. It is likely to be exposed to large

short positions. Its Foreign Investors Rating in the Q3 2020 either scored ‘C’ or ‘D’ (see Rating Definition on Page 7) indicating few or

no foreign investment. Margin trading on the stock is inactive, and below market ’s average. The 16-metrics measurement gives it a

score below 20 points.

There are 10.3% companies graded Risk Level 5 among 3,651 we assessed in this report.
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Disclosure Appendix
 

The analysts identified in this report each certify, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual analyzes, that (1) the views expressed in this report accurately

reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the

specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. References in this report to China Knowledge include all of the subsidiaries and affiliates of China Knowledge. This

report may contain material that is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state,

country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject China Knowledge Online Pte Ltd

or its affiliates ("China Knowledge") to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise,

is under copyright to China Knowledge. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party,

without the prior express written permission of China Knowledge. All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered

trademarks or service marks of China Knowledge or its affiliates. The information, tools and material presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and

are not to be used or considered as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. China Knowledge may not have

taken any steps to ensure that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor. China Knowledge will not treat recipients of this report as its

customers by virtue of their receiving this report. The investments and services contained or referred to in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you
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